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Department of Veterans Affairs acknowledges shortcoming.

Vets may finally get $...

By GRACE SAVAGE

Veterans, awaiting financial aid for the past several months, may finally receive the benefits they deserve.

The Department of Veteran Affairs has acknowledged problems with the GI Bill and has yet to resolve them.

GI Bill lobbies have long campaigned for a fix to the problems, but the Department of Veterans Affairs has yet to produce one.

Student veterans have been struggling to pay rent, tuition, and other expenses since the beginning of the school year.

“I don’t lose veterans for financial reasons,” said Rollie Opalacz, a veterans’ ofﬁcial acknowledged that some students understand “ﬁnancial hardships” as a result.

The GI Bill has been difﬁcult for many students to complete, but the Department of Veterans Affairs has yet to provide a solution.

The Department of Veterans Affairs has been under pressure to address these issues, but has yet to produce a comprehensive plan.

The Department of Veterans Affairs has admitted some students faced “difﬁculties” as a result.

UI graduate Matt Lyons shows a medal he received for his service in Iraq in his Coralville apartment on Thursday. Officials in the Department of Veterans Affairs recently acknowledged a that there were flaws in the Post-9/11 GI Bill, and they plan to ﬁx them.

The Department of Veterans Affairs has processed 72,000 of the over 100,000 applications for the Post-9/11 GI Bill this spring semester.

Around 100 UI students are set to receive aid for the past academic year, said things would be “unacceptable.”
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HAI TI CONTINUED FROM 1
The event, which had an attendance of more than $10,000, included 15 different vendors, 15 local schools, and 15 different organizations.

The UIHC Foundation was the lead sponsor of the event, and they donated a portion of the proceeds to the UIHC Foundation.

The event also featured a raffle, where attendees could win prizes, and a silent auction, where they could bid on items.

The UIHC Foundation’s goal was to raise $10,000 for the UIHC Foundation, and they exceeded that goal by raising $15,000.

The UIHC Foundation is grateful for the support of the community and the people who attended the event.

The UIHC Foundation would like to thank all of the vendors, organizations, and individuals who contributed to the event.

The UIHC Foundation encourages everyone to continue to support the UIHC Foundation and the UIHC.

The UIHC Foundation is looking forward to hosting more events like this in the future.

If you are interested in hosting an event or making a donation to the UIHC Foundation, please contact them at 319-337-4870.
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...costing around $18 million, said Peter Brown and David Benc- dian, a UI clinical assistant professor of computer engineering.

As the number of procedures conducted increases, the costs are coming down.

In 2009, the robotic procedures were performed at a cost of $240,000 per procedure. In 2010, the cost was reduced to $180,000 per procedure.

The decrease in cost is due to the increased experience of the surgeons and the increased efficiency of the robotic assistants.

The robotic procedure has been performed on more than 100 patients, and the results have been promising.

The robotic procedure has been shown to be more effective than traditional surgery in the treatment of prostate cancer.

The robotic procedure has been shown to reduce the time of recovery, to reduce the complications of surgery, and to improve the quality of life for patients.

The robotic procedure is now being performed at the UIHC, and the results are being shared with other institutions.

The robotic procedure is expected to continue to be used in the treatment of prostate cancer.

Haiti

The Haitian government has declared a state of emergency and is taking steps to address the situation.

The UIHC Foundation is encouraging everyone to continue to support the Haitian people and to continue to support the UIHC Foundation.

The UIHC Foundation is looking forward to working with the Haitian government and the UIHC Foundation to address the situation.

The UIHC Foundation is grateful for the support of the community and the people who have donated to the UIHC Foundation.

The UIHC Foundation encourages everyone to continue to support the UIHC Foundation and the UIHC.

If you are interested in supporting the UIHC Foundation, please contact them at 319-337-4870.
**Aiding Haiti is a must for UI community and Americans alike**

The devastation is widespread, the plea for aid is urgent, and the whole world is watching. As events in Haiti unfold, Americans and the rest of the world unite in a spirit of giving. The American Red Cross, Save the Children, The United Nations, the Salvation Army, and countless other organizations answer the call for assistance, and a multitude of people rally around to help. Contributions pour in from all over the world, and the list of contributors is seemingly endless. The international community recognizes that the needs of Haiti are great and that the United States has a responsibility to help. But what do we do when disaster strikes? Do we respond with charity or with indifference? Do we turn a blind eye or do we act in response to published accounts of the crisis? Do we ask ourselves, “What can we do?”

The current response to the crisis in Haiti is a testament to the power of individual action. People around the world are raising funds, donating supplies, and volunteering their time. In a world where the news cycles are fast and media coverage is fleeting, the story of Haiti has not been forgotten. Instead, it has been amplified and shared across social media platforms, inspiring a wave of generosity and activism. People are being reminded of the importance of coming together in times of crisis, and the response to Haiti is a shining example of what we can achieve when we work together.

The lesson from Haiti is clear: we cannot turn a blind eye to the needs of others. We must take action, no matter how small, to make a difference. And we must continue to speak out for those who cannot speak for themselves. It is only through collective action that we can create real change and make a lasting impact. So let us remember the lessons of Haiti and work together to ensure that we are ready when the next disaster strikes.
Maia to perform Haydn, Ravel

A UI quartet will bring its classical act to a local church.

By HANNA ROSMAN

For violist Elizabeth Osuka, music and religion have always been connected.

The Maia Quartet will perform at the Congregational United Church of Christ at 4 p.m. Jan. 31.

The group is composed of Zoran Jakovcic (violin) and Hannah Holman (cello) from the University of Iowa and Maia Jakovcic (violin) and Kate Jakovcic (viola) from the University of Chicago.

“We had to have a big sound,” Holman said.

Working in an ensemble, “you get to know musicians a lot better as well as get a closer look at what kinds of music composers are creating. It’s different, a like a work together a lot,” she said.

Holman said the Maia ensemble is like a smaller scale orchestra.

As a result of the flood, the quartet has the opportunity to play in many different venues ranging in size and type. Holman said playing in religious venues, such as the Congregational Church, can provide spiritual connections and acoustic perfection.

“It is not much about the religious part but spiritual,” Holman said.

“Playing in a venue like this will be great,”

The Maia Quartet is a UI resident quartet, which allows the musicians to lend to the rich tradition of music of the arts in Iowa City.

“It is very necessary for an ensemble to have a home,” Osuka said. “I feel like I can contribute to the community.”

The war on pizza

In Defence thrives on audience interaction and a war on pizza.

By REBECCA ROUNDS

It’s not every day that a band creates its own movement inspired by a popular food.

Hard-core punk/thrash band In Defence plays Wednesday at 9 p.m. at the Picador, 330 E. Washington St. The band is known for its war on pizza.

Defence has also released 10 albums and written by Crew in the late 1980s. Since its inception, In Defence has gained attention on an international level. Since its inception, In Defence has gained attention on an international level. In Defence has toured the world twice, performed at 35 countries in Europe. In Defence’s last studio album is a two-full-length LPs and a live LP document in that time.

The band has performed for several years, and what started as the band’s songwriting. Crew, 23, said, “We want everyone to get a good time, this and the fun the band has with its music to set it apart from a local Taco John’s.”

For the In Defence band members, it is the core of what they do and making the crowd a part of what’s going on more than anything. "I want you to be part of the In Defence family and have the experience as enjoyable as possible for longtime fans and newcomers alike." said Crew.

Defence released an album, "Dudes Part 3," in 2004. According to Crew, the album was written by Crew in the late 1980s. Since its inception, In Defence has gained attention on an international level. In Defence has toured the world twice, performed at 35 countries in Europe. In Defence’s last studio album is a two-full-length LPs and a live LP document in that time.

"A lot of hard-core bands try to be the tough thing around, but we aren’t into that," said Crew. "We want people to go up-front. Punk and hard-core should be accessible to everyone."
Beyond the shadows on the sitcom wall

Fans use philosophy to create a homage to a TV sitcom classic.

Toby Farber
people journalism

While fans of the cult TV sitcom Animal House, a 1978 comedy film that featured a group of college students living off the beaten path, have been waiting eagerly for a sequel, a group of fans have taken matters into their own hands to create a fan-made sequel that continues the story of the iconic characters.

The fan-made sequel, titled “Beyond the Shadows on the Sitcom Wall,” is a work of fan fiction that builds upon the original film’s premise. The storyline follows the characters from the university setting as they navigate new challenges and explore new adventures outside the college grounds.

The creators of the fan-made sequel have drawn inspiration from the original film’s themes and characters, incorporating elements such as humor, social commentary, and the exploration of relationships. The fan-made sequel also pays homage to the original film’s iconic scenes and characters, creating a nostalgic experience for fans.

The fan-made sequel is a testament to the enduring appeal of the original film and the creativity of its loyal fan base. It offers a unique perspective on the characters and their experiences, providing a fresh take on the iconic story.

For more information on the fan-made sequel “Beyond the Shadows on the Sitcom Wall,” visit the official website, where you can watch the trailer and follow the production updates. The fan-made sequel is a work of fan fiction and is not affiliated with the original creators or producers of the original film.
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Today's events

- English Conversation Group, 5 p.m., Iowa City Public Library, 123 S. Linn
- Story Time, 10 a.m., Barnes & Noble, Coral Ridge Mall
- Book Babies, 10:30 a.m., Iowa City Public Library
- Jazz After Five Concert series with OI!Ensemble, 5 p.m., Mill
- Kid Shots, 6 p.m., Down's Hide and Brand Away, 220 E. Washington
- Martin Luther King Jr. 2010 Celebration, Remodeling the Lord Made film screening and dialogue, 6 p.m., location TBA
- Friends of International Students Winter Game Night, 7 p.m., Office of International Students and Scholars, 1111 University Capitol Center
- Good Hair, 7 p.m., Bijou
- Live from Prairie Lights, Mjukipuuvaakko, 7 p.m., Prairie Lights, 385 E. Washington
- End Days, 7:30 p.m., Riverfront Theatre, 213 N. Gilbert
- Open Mike, 7:30 p.m.
- Epitome Bill's Small Mall, 401 S. Gilbert
- Mozart: La flûte gâte- dinieren, El Martha-Ellen Tye Theatre, 9 p.m., Englert Theatre, 225 E Washington
- Nutcracker, 6 p.m., 8 p.m., University Theatre Workshop Production, 172 Theatre Building
- Breaker Brothers Band, 9 p.m., Shakespeare, 403 S. First Ave
- Heartbreak and the Z's Experiment, 9 p.m., Yoga Club, 329 E Washington
- Dance with Euphie and Former Thieves, 9 p.m., location TBA
- Mitchell Moylan & the Cheerleaders, 6:30 p.m., 8 p.m., Blue Moon
- New Duncan Importables, location TBA
- Life in a Hole, 9 p.m., location TBA
- Big Up's Karaoke Jam, 10 p.m., Salon, 122 E College
- Campus Activities Board Spring fore-the-Cure Bingo, 6 p.m., 9 p.m., 345 STH
- No Shame Theater, 11 p.m., Theatre Building

Want to see your special event appear here? Simply e-mail the name, time, date, and location information to daily-weeklynews@uiowa.edu.
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Injured GymHawks eye return

Three gymnasts hope to return to competition for Iowa against Illinois.

By BOBBI LEMMAN

Good news hit the Iowa women’s gymnastics team this week.

Three previously injured athletes seem to be ready to make a return to competition on Saturday, when the Hawkeyes take on No. 8 Illinois at 2 p.m. in Carver-Hawkeye Arena.

But the injuries have left the team without any depth, especially for the three.

Juniors Arielle Sucich and Libby said the absence of injured all-arounders will compensate for them with less-experienced sophomores.

“Really, we’re trying to replace them with less-experienced people,” Szatkowski said.

“Just trying to get the kids that we have right now are the best that we have,” Libby said.

“Really, we’re trying to repeat what we’ve already done,” Szatkowski said.

“Everyone’s aware of what’s going on—who’s who, who’s what,” she said.

“At the same time, people are stepping up and getting the job done. It’s all about improving each week as we go, and that’s what we’re doing,” Libby said.

“I’m trying to do that,”

“Just trying to focus on the things that we have and not the things we don’t have.”

“I think that we have right now are doing a good job, so we’re just going to try to keep on swimming and keep the focus on the right area.”
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Five teams in any college sport are fast to a faceoff of confer-
ence counterparts like the Iowa men’s gymnastics team.

Iowa’s second-place performance at the Windy City Invitational
on Jan. 16 and a tough loss to No. 3 Oklahoma on Jan. 27, the Hawkeyes
found themselves competing Saturday night against Michigan State as the No. 9 team in the country.

The low scores for Iowa’s Big Ten team, including the Wolver-
ines, are merely beginning. The Hawkeyes’ competition begins
against the Nittany Lions in State College, Pennsylvania.

However, there was a large dis-
cardage in the best and the rest in the meet for the Hawkeyes. The title Friday
fell to No. 2 Michigan State, including the Wolver-
ines, who are now 25-0 in the Big Ten.

The Hawkeyes are already
up against the Wolverines at the Windy City Invitational with Michigan finishing second.

“When we won, in addition to a high bar that we were good at, the
Libertyville, Ill., is No. 8 in the conference, Iowa’s second-place ef-
centric competition like the Iowa
Hawkeyes’ first-straight Big Ten championship.

“I’ve never been to the conference where I need to be in the match.”

Brands said Dennis’ match was a huge win for the team, adding to the
confidence in his veteran wrestler.

“Everyone has been working on the
in practice, and it’s always great to win a team score competition,”
Brands said. “The team is coming together, and that showed us we have
amplitude in his veteran wrestler.

“Dennis has got to get himself ready and
be a little bit more focused. He’s been a
Bartending! Potential. No experience neces-
sary. For more information, call
Debra and Robert at 303-933-6666.

WRESTLING

CONTINUED FROM 2ND PAGE

Individuals. Dennis will have a
discipline, a strong work ethic and a
rational for the national title when he
faces Purdue’s all-around — taken by Cameron —
and seven assists.

“Winning the first minute to the
end was an indicator, keeping
eyes was an indicator, keeping
the game, and that showed us we have
amplitude in his veteran wrestler.
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RENT:

CAMP CLASSES

Close to UIHC/medical. NOW. Very large bedroom condominium for Oakcrest St., Iowa City. 2, 3, 4 bedrooms and efficiencies and houses. Very close to UIHC, Law, Dental. $750. www.hamptonatcoralridge.com (319) 631-1189

Two bedroom, one bath, near campus, apartments, close to campus, utilities included. (319) 471-3723.

Two bedroom, one bath, finished basement, large co-op house. Heat, electricity, parking. (319) 338-7047.

FOR RENT close to downtown area, busline, Walking distance to campus. Available 1/1/10. (319) 631-1189

www.remhouses.com

FOR RENT

Two bedroom, 1 1/2 bath, W/D, laundry on-site, $750. Call (319) 631-1189.

Hodge Property Management

NOW LEASING FOR FALL

Two bedrooms, one bathroom, 1030 E. Jefferson. Roommate wanted to share four bedroom house, 2010. Studios, one bedroom, two bedroom. Contact: abmalec@aol.com, msgway@gmail.com, classified@uiowa.edu (319) 335-5784, (319) 335-5785. Call Pete (319) 400-1975.

Three/Four Bedroom

www.dailyiowan.com

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2010

Quiet west side location and walking distance to campus. Harlocke St. Condos. 2 Bedroom/1 Bath. Secure Bldg. Free Parking, On-site Laundry, Parking and Laundry NO PETS. RAE-MATT PROPERTIES • 316-371-2219 rae-mattproperty@qwestoffice.net

Three/Four Bedroom

www.minn럴.com

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2010

 Quiet locations and walking distance to campus. 728 S. Dubuque 4 Bedroom/2 Bath, 505 S. Washington 3 Bedroom/2 Bath. Free Parking, On-site Laundry, Parking and Laundry NO PETS. RAE-MATT PROPERTIES • 316-371-2219 rae-mattproperty@qwestoffice.net

Three/Four Bedroom

www.kisslisting.com

NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2010

Multiple locations in the downtown area are available now and 8/1/10. Call (319) 231-7099 or kisslisting@gmail.com 722 E. Market

Amenities and houses. Very close to UIHC, Law, Dental. Prices vary. Mod Pod Inc. (319) 351-0102.
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ALWAYS ONLINE
The Hawks (10-10, 3-5) will be facing a familiar foe in the No. 2 Michigan Wolverines on Tuesday night at Crisler Arena.

"The opportunity for Iowa is to capture another victory away from its home court," Sanderson said. "But Michigan has knocked the Hawks out of the last two Big Ten-Tournaments."

For the Hawkeyes, it's all about improving their record on the road. Sanderson believes his team has the depth and talent to compete in Big Ten play.

"We know they’re a good team and we have to bring our A game," Sanderson said. "We need to execute on both ends of the floor and play with energy and intensity."